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Sigsed by leading citizens of ev- sea- commission of four mert, towns of the United States are,
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syrups, etc.. and so they are. years, died last Thursday night
Diuguid, of this city and threw_
petitions were lodged for record zens at a meeting called for that best selling agents in America. But they do not
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tion on Saturday, March 18, to fiscal court are willing to waive back it up with the proof. Right letters or
Aim, and ontrin Mississippi.
personal solicitations Mr. Scott was about 57 years
The funeral services were coosubmit to the voters of Christian ell rights in this matter, and here, however, I want to go on to the retailer. They
entirely of age and a native of Missisducted In the Methodist chareks
county the qiestion authorizing will adopt a resolution to this record with the statement that overlook the most important
part sippi. He came to Murray many
a $400,000 bond issue for the im- effect at their next meeting,
afternoon at 1 o'closit
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the result of a swim of mass present legislature will be asked who are reasonably sensible in
.
There will come a time, I furniture store of E, S. Diuguid
meetings held by the citizens to pass an enabling act. Prepa- everything else, but do not stop
hope when every graded school & Son for the past several years. the market, and sold at Priem
At one time Mr. Scott was In ranging from 7 to 8# cents, bait
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very little of these gradei have,
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_
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Oood Roads Association.
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When the country merchants 1 The association reports sale of they are going slow with theistJ. W. Winchester & Co. held the masses more effectually
than
are able to control the bulk of 47 hogsheads this week at prices buying.
the first sale of tobacco at *their soldiery. A man will feel coma ADVERTISING."
loose leaf warehouse Tuesday of pelled to withold judgment of The manufacturers of liver the local trade to which they are ranging from Gi to 10 etc They So far there have
been no Pea—
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APPROPRIATIONS
MUST BE BACKED
GOVERNOR AGAINST APPROPRfA_TION BILLS WITHOUT PROVISION
FOR RAISING REVENUE'.
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STOMACH MISERY
8i INDIGESTION

Diapcpsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.

"Pape's

Time it! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belchlug of gas. acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape', Diaperpsin is noted for its
speed OS regulating upset stomachs
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides' Iii. harmless.
Pleisea_fee your sake, get a large
flitreent case of Pape's Dtapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable
-life is too short-you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable
Eat what you like and digest it; enjoy It, without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepein belongs in your
home anyway. Should oneof the family eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or ID case of an attack of
Indigestion. dyspepsia. gastrttie or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night. It is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.

handl met and clasped "Pitchoune Commonwealth Not 'To Se Burdened
is the only one in the world who is
With Such Bills Without,
Later, when the other, had left not de trop," said Julia gently.
them to thumb/as in the music
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room, Sabrogeat fat big chair by the his lips, kissed it long, looking tete
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Frankfort.- -Appropriation bills, enPlayed to him. The day was warm. tery of the awakening to be
provision for rale.
There was a smell of spring flowers they drew near to each other-nearer. acted without any
the revenue to meet the appropriaIn the air and the vases were filled
Pitchoune sat before them, waiting. Ing
shrift when
With girofles and sweet peas. But He wagged his tail and waited. No tions, will enjoy short
executive office for apSabron smelled only the •toleta in one noticed him. Ile gave a short they reach the
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Neuss Approves Two-Thirds Rule.
Attorney General te Report
By • vote of fifty five to thirty-three
Adopting a resolution offered by
Frankfort.-Hy the Vote of 66 to 33
Senator Hite Huffaker, of Loulliville.
the tenter brepet_pf the legislature at the house of representatives of the
id-Opted- the Kali- pro.
session called upon tar attorney gen- 11/18- leelslature eral for information as to the status riding that it require two thirds of tile
of legal proceeding. instituted to re- members to es* present and voting to
cover vertain motives alirgea due the suspend tho rules of the house. Heppe
state from the state board of health sentative Harry Meyers, of Cuvington,
following the investigation and report ehamplonee the two-thirds rule, and
of the epeeist *ORMe proba# eLialiddlttii• -turned Op Weir over Representative
airing the 1914 session of the Oeneral Merrivrether L. Smith. of Harrodsburg,
Assembly. The ilieffaker resolution, who fought for the majority rule. Meywhich Went through without debet• ers was assisted by Representative
Or division, follows- 'Whereas, the Hobbs. of Lexington, and Smith was
special committee on Investigation of assisted by Representative Harvey, of
the lele eseeeskin of the senate, by a Dixon. In ti. debate Smith said, adepeeist report to that senate, recom- dressing his colleagues:
"It is for you to determingerhether
mended that the attention of the
state's legal department be called to !re shall become • German Reichstag,
certain items due the state from the a Russian flume, or remain a demoelate board of health, which items in cratic deliberative body. You must deagate.amoaatadi to.112.111111.1I
ire .W11.1 _ Pelle
MIAS
and, Whereas, the attorney general your heads in doglike submission to
has brought suit for the recovery of this outrageous despotic two thirds gag
said sum of money and said suit has rule promulgated by the rules commit.
been pending some eighteen months, tee, or stand together'and maintain
now, therefore be it Resolved, that the the rights of those who sent you here
attorney genersi be requested to In' as their accredited representatives. If
form the senate as to the present this two-thirds gag rule prevails any
legislation may be throttled to the
status of said proceeding.."
great Injury of the people of this state.
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ferere, who is earnest but inexpert"A roost, my son, Is a pole upon
helped frame the Underwood-Simmons
mid Mr. Ilemandhaw, r'enced, and who hag 'been called in which chickens sit at night," replied
"My
dear,"
tariff would be equally helpless No"I hope you are not planning to buy a consultatlota.
his father.
body knows; nobody can know.
of new furniture."
"Well." says the younger medico,
"And what's a parch, dad?"
Before the tariff can be revised in- lot
"I am not," replied Mrs liemand- "there decant seem to be much the
"A perch is what chickens perch
telligently again. the American people
I don't know what gives matter. The patient has a slight fever on"
will have to discard most of their haw, "and
the idea."
_.
and sense light tig.htness of the chest.
"Then, j suppose, dad. a chicken
parochial theories about imports and you
-This shopping list gives me the 1 should arty there was nothing more must roost on a perch!". came the furface the issue frankly as a great quesidea."
than a cold bothering him."
thee- inquiry.
tion in world economics. The United
"What shopping list?"
"My boy," said the older man, kind"Of course," was the smiling reply.
States is now in a position to hold a
"On this paper, which 1 just picked ly, -you have gene about it wrong.
"And they could perch er. a roost?"
commanding position in the world's
up off the floor, ia written 'Wash- Note them/ symptoms: A white mar"Why, y-y-es," answered dad.
trade, but it will not hold that positicrn
stand, parlor chairs. dining room is ble stairway Ili the -earance hall, gcld
"But if chickens perchei on a roost,
long if it attempts to impose prohibible, writing desk, refrigerator, tahoret, furniture in the parlor, rut glass and that would raake the roost a perch.
tive duties on foreign imports. Dispiano stool, pedeatal, stepladder, cedar sliver galore in the dining room, two wouldn't it? But if. Just after some
criminating tariffs are a game that
chest, music cabinet and garbage can." automobiles in the side yard, a solid chickens bad perched on a roost and
two can play aL Great Britain. Ger"Oh, that is just a record I was keep- maleugany—"
made it a perch,. tome more chickmany, France, Russia, Italy and Jaing of the things the baby has fallen
"But what has that got to do with ens came along and roosted on the
pan can erect tariff walls as easily as
from this neek.."—Judge.
the sickness of Mr. Gumpurser
perch and made It a roost. then the
we can, and unquestionably will if we
"It has lots to do with it. The man roost would be a perch, and the perch
try to close the American markets to
Three Forms of Anthrax.
has congestion of the bank account, would be a roost, and some of the
them. It is only by trading with us
Anthrax may occur in bureau beings and the proper move for us to make is chickens would be perchers and the
that they can buy of us.
In three forms--externae intestinal or to relieve that as much as possible." others would be roosters, and—"
pulmonary. The external form is
-- ..0
Tariff and Ralittca. eaiitted by an abrialitn
the skin comHis Natural Tendency.
Looked Ominous.
The tariff can be taken out of poliing in contact with a hide or other ob"Dobbins, the big promoter, is going , "I don't think this fellow will be
tics when the protectionists cease
ject infected with the disease lutes- to spend the summer vacation t Gi- very popular around the hotel."
their agitation. The Democrats are anal
anthrax may be caused by the hi-altar."
"Why so?"
not literally free traders; a revenue
eating of food containing the bacilli,
"I thought he couldn't be easy. even
."1 see he re' teters from No. Tippingtariff will afford a considerable measand the pulmonary variety by breath- In his rest, away from sonic big bluff." ton. %.'is."—Louisville Courier-Journal,
ure of protection, and at present no
ing infected air.
die-able number of persons mite
This latter disease has long been
Naturally.
- Lots of men go where duty- calk and
anything beyond that. If the protec- known as
"wool sorters' disease" In
She—He looks prosperous, and yet .stand around with their hand/ in their
tionists will cease their clamor for the"England, where
great quantities of you say ha lives from hand to mouth pockets after they -get rhere.—Wasbexcicsion of foreign goods and will
sheep pelts are sorted mad graded. The
lie—Yes, he's a decals:.
ington Star.
allow a commission to fix duties with disease has also
long been well knows
reference to revenue and the coats of In the wool
and hide trades in this
-Uri WM was hart every time he IS
It Is claimed that !here are seven
production, the tariff can be taken out country, and
especially on the sheep owed he would never live to reach of Shakespeare's autographs in eart-_
when
President
Tift'n
of politics. But
ranges of the f outhwest.
three score and ten.
ewe.
tariff board made its reports the protectionists were no better pleased
with them than with a report from a
Democratic ways and means committee They did not accept the commission's report in 18S3, or the report of
the Mann committee on paper and
pulp in 190-8.
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To Fortify the System
Against Winter Cold
Nan" steers of (moms Tetergyggis emu
'TONIC make ft a practice total.r a number of
bottle. In the Cal to strengthen and fortify the
ii_serte ageteet See COM irritate; shagim the
ifTlit4r. Eieryone toms the tonic effe-Ot of
Quinine and Iron which this preparation COIF
talus in a taatelese and seceptatde form. It
purifies and enriches the blood and builds up
the wrote squeals. Sac.
The Proof.
"De you believe dogs can reasoar_!_,
"I have known-a- bulldog
pute to be able to hold hiaowa."

Brutal Frankness.
-I came within an ace of having S
tight with a pacifist this morning."
-"You surprise me. Evidently he was
not sincere." •
•'()h, yes. That was the trouble. We
were both iftieere.
I told him exactly.what I thought of a pacifist and
he proceeded to toll me ezactly what
be thought of an apostle of preparedness."
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
should be given to sprains, swelling',
bruises, rheumatism and neuralgia.
Keep Mansfield's Magic Arnica Liniment handy on the'IbolT.-Iiiree Mies
—25c, Eitic and $1.00.—Adv.
The
. Girl Fooled Hire.
•
Howell—Rowell marned for money. Powell—Yes, IMO he didn't get
enough Money to pay the minister.

Dr. B. F. Jaokson,Celebrated Physician,
handed down to posterity his famous
THAT GRIM WHITE SPECTRE.
prescription for female troub.es. Now
Pneumonia, follows on the heels of• sold under the name of "Faingnina."
neglected cough or cold. Delay no Price 60e and 11.041—Adv.
longer. Take ?dansfield's Cough Batman Fries 50c and $1.00.—Adv.
Every man gambles a little. That
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No Wonder They Laughed.
A man in telling about a woriderful
parrot banging in a cage from a window of a house which he often passed
said:
"It cries 'Stop thief.' so naturally
that every time I hear It I always
slop."
He couldn't understand why his
friends began to laugh.

iiitakIcta.al. the
oldteri,relleved
a- a -few days,
✓ favorite game
tcher had pita
lie batsman had
me of the reitl- -I landed -hi
eider's atterthloa :IL which
1, and he missed

ze the injurious
the better health
Laura can bring,
id to lend the
enetit of other&
her early child-ate coffee drinkii
her heart
R and complained
'feeling and sick

k

&tact Copy of Wrspnor

4

burns, bruises, stings, piles and mew
cola: sureness.
Mrs. Porter says--"Vap-O-Rub 11
fine for sore throat, rteumattith.
etc. I take pleasure in recommending it."
Mrs. Jacques says—"I have used
several bottles of Vick's Vap-Oltub,
and have found it better than internal medicinee."
Mrs, Ferrel writes—"Wo have given
Vap-O-Rub a fair trial and find Wel.oelleut for croup, colds, mere tlercat.
etc. It Is certainly fine for children. WO
have also found It very good in CANS
of sunburn, fever sores and musestar rheumatism." Three sizes, 2Le, 500
or $100.
NOTICE:—Last whit*, la-Order to
acquaint their costomees wit* Vap-0Rub, a number of druggists throughout the state presented complimentary
jars to a few of their customers, on
condition that they give this preparation a thorough trial and report the
results. By kind permission these reports are now being used in this series of advertisements.
Oensisebes

Hotel to Have Food Albuhille
One of the New Yosk hotels has

FOR BABY RASHES

fac Senile Signature Of

He is one •
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Worms. Few risr
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Bolivar Women Endorse "Outside'

Conditions
-. That Wilt Follow EuropeseConfliet Will Have to Be Properly
Understood Before Work Can
Be Undertaken.

Bears the
Signature

A prtidTterat4y for Mita

i't game row!ng
iwIff. He is

"Worley Back" Medicine.
•
Our readers never risk a cent when
they buy ilanford's Balsam of Myrrh
because every dealer in this liniment
Is authorized to refund the money if the Salaam is 'not satisfactory. Adv.

Impossible.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Always

Pfentleitt
acss and itrat.Connastdita
OpitunMorphint nec
NOT N ARCcrime.
• ilyeeieesieseisWIZIt
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Intelligent Revision at Present

Per Infante and Children.

,r

longs in yeur
°woof the Limit Omit &Fee
at an attack of
r--gastrttit or
at daytime or
handy to give
wri. Adv.
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TARIFF MUST WAIT
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fixes sick,
nachs in

nd the Shells."
ry were doing
mall town from
correspondent
lore would he
id the remains
✓ skywards en-
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is to say, twice a year bey* • new
Shiftletis people are never the ones
hat, betting 85 that his wife will stand
about
it.
who worry
for it.
For sprains and bruises apply FloeOne remedy with many nee.—Hanfords Balsam thoroughly. Put it on,
ford's Balsam of Myrrh. Adv.
and rub It In. Adv.
You learn to live when you begin
Beauty is only skin deep—and often
to live and learn.
just as shallow,
_

—PtAttt---TO. iitM hilAD TOMMY "Ur--k-STUMP"-

I
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WHY •`ANURIC"

Matter to Be Reasoned_
There will be plenty of discussion
of the revenue proposals of Secretary
McAdoo; but it is akely that his plan
of "pay as you go" will appeal to most
people and be accepted, by cofigresa."
a emergency -that5reeu1te4
Before an Insurance Company will I Experience has twat Dr. Pierce
take a risk on your life the examining i"Anuric" Is the most powerful agent country to increase Its *revenue, say.
physician will test the urine and re- in dissolving uric arid, as hot water , from a, thousand to twelve hundred
port wbether you are a good risk, melts sugar; besides being absolutele- millions of dollars a year is not one
When your kidneys get sluggish and harmless it is endowed with other I thet justifies is-suing bottle The bilclog, you suffer from backache, sick- propertiea, for it preserves the kid- Hon-a-year now spent is raised without
headache, dizzy spells, or the twinges neys in a healthy condition by thor- grt, se, Imposition on anybody To add •
and pains of lumbago, rheumatism and ()uglily cleansing them. Checks the detwc hundredmillions to this sum would
gout. The urine is often cloudy, full generation of the blood-vessels, sa well
ref sediment; channels often get 'ore as regulating blood pressure. "Anuric" not be seriously noticed. So far as
and sleep is disturbed two or three Is a regular Insurance and life-saver concerns the country's capacity to
times a night. This Is the time you for all big meat eaters and those who pay, there need be no great worries,
should consult some physician of wide deposit lime-salts in their joints. Ask but there is. of course, room for disexperience—such as iv. Pierce, of the the druggist for "Anurie" put up by Dr. agreement about the precise methods
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute. Pierce, in 50-cent packages
through which money Is to be pro
Buffalo, N. Y. Send him 10 cents for
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription duced.
sample package of his new discovery— makes weak 'women strong, sick
Sold in
"Anuric." Write him your symptoms women well. Na alcohol.
Democrats Must Be Firm.
and send a- sample et NAM ter taat..tahlets or liquid.
It is reasonably clear that a large
•
_ _
number of Republicans in the present
congress mean to play politics with°m1
""
.I
out regard to patriotism, and attack
ter- Leif; IK
----111----Prealdent Wilson's foreign policy from every side. It will be a sad spectacle
le
method
01\111111/00
-011
of partisanship, but it need nut embarrass the Democrats.
hlrOffe,
At the first sign of such tactics, the
Democratic leaders should take the of.
AVIS
if
feastre and keep it
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AN INSURANCE AGAINST SUDDEN DEATH!
Wenn tree WWI, Rheumatism aid Wag Usable

keep
IF

-

st _tit

U114444

•-sri
their
time' .

A Standpatter,
Although Mr. Penrose of Pennsyltante feebly denies that he is to be a
Candidate for the Republican preal
denttal nomination next year, why
--. should he despair. If that great honor
Is to go to • standpetter, there Is no
one In the whole crowd who is bolder
,than be and no one who In that comaesty will make fewer apologies.—Now
Tort World.
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Mothers!ing

X

cares in comfortthe aches and painsthe
of the family from youth to old age, are lessened
when you use this old and trust-worthy remedy-

X

Sloan s
Liniment

Bruises--Rhetunatiam
I
—
X
4

st

Neuralgia 111'

Mothers: "Keeps bottle in your home"
;
6 ad
441
.1pesse
•

Plea for inheritance Tax.
The Inheritance tax falls cawigtt._
It takes from unhot on poverty
earned wraith. It does not subtract •
!I
penny from the legitimate gains of any
man. It is cheap and mar to collect.
'
a sure and Dounteous revenue—it is
prodyteer. It is one- of the grIettest
w.•spons of Democracy In the never.
ending light against tho geoleta of 11
prtyttegetlitiaigs.
(Rve-.us a national Inheritance- tag.
Imo
and stop Plating id% welt.p ease ge,
and beak tireekaraut-eteet.
'.̀941°040,4104111110
•

Are--the firstund only corn flakes that are
"good to eat" without milk,cream or sugar.

.

Try some fresh from the package, and at
desful true corn flavour—vastly different from
'corn flakes" you may have had.

. .

once you get a won::
that of the ordinary

Notice the little pearl-like"puifii-1--ce each flake—a characteristic
that is distinctive; also that when.cream or milk is added they don't
mush down, but keep their body and appetizing crispn.
There's a Royal Treat in every package of

New Post Toasties
from your grow,

•71

-
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URRAY LEDGER
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The lut two issues of the Paris-'
XX111111XXIIIXXXXXXX11411
fan contained this startling information in fully a dozen differel
ent places, scattered throughout
Q. J.•TEISTNIN4115..r
•DITCsita
• al .
the columns of the paper: "Mo1111/0,,
toring right on by-tripping, Mayfield, Ky., Jan. 18.-There
totin
1411t10
Iltseitod at the poiltoffico at Murray. Kentucky, for transmission through
through the dew." Then he'll were quite a number of mule
the mails as second clear matter.
throw in the reverse lever and buyers in Mayfield Monday. Al- __AK
here he cornea, "tripping through • Though the weather was awfully
TRITIVIDAY. i\NIARYIO.LI1$
the dew motoring right on by." i disagreeable there were many
—
_
Last week he got out of the dew.; mules brought here for the third
It is proposed that another idiots. Why not provide for a
and across the front page of the Monday mule buyers. The mules
Kentucky county be created and amuse of murder against bat
paper, and above the heading, in brought a-good prsear-its--feek
-warned "Stanley. Oh, Lordyt hatbor keepers who fail or re
large, bold type he went "mo the prices which prevailed on
Why not take another look at fuse to obey the law in case death
toring right on by." We "asked that day seemed higher than for X
McCreary county and betatisfied. results from fire, and enforce
Your cares in comfortthe next man"-- he said it was a the past few weeks. Possibly
the penalty.
ing the sches and pains
Ford, but fiat the peace model. the increased demand and the
Easy matter to establish the
a the family from youth to old age, are lessened
truth of the old saying that "all Kentucky'. new attorney gen- Something the matter with his growing scarcity in this section
when you use this old
.. and
_ trust-wooby remedy.
a tis the cause for the advance In
tled* aint dead yet." Just read tral M._ILIAginragonLtic fin-tja carburetor, or_ ide__gett si4
etrippeffTifecd ow advise to Prices. One prominent stockman
Isiliki that ireBising isitiedge- evidence that at least some
of
ed in the Kentueky legislature. the state officials in the past his friends is to have an expert made statement that -mules were
have been Indulging in "Anita mechaaician go into his housing from ten to fifteen dollars high"While seated at his supper
and locate the trouble before he er Monday than for the:past two
table about 6 o'clock last night water and sundry other things"
wet feet tripping through or three weeks. Where mules
reading a copy of the Evening and charging them to the "pub- the dew with the mercu play.
were sound and answered the
ry
he office account." What the'ell
'Sun Charles Williams, aged 68
ing
peekdescr
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iption wanted, met a ready )11 Bruises—Rheumat
with
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do we care about what account
ism—Neuralgia
years, died." Clear case of self
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spot._
sale
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and changed hands after
they were charged to, what a
-destruction.
Mothers: ::Kcep canttle in yontanamo"
they had been here a very short X
suffering public wants to know,
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Will some-EWA old lady, or s
water a chaser or
Price 254. Se. aed
All around the public -square
The B. A. Thomas Hog Pow- vome generous old or middle aged next morning's morning?
der has a record of 95 per cent. there were bunches af buyers,
g-e-n-t-be man please ring down
Thus
far
H.
M.
Hol4ind, of cures of Hog Cholera. If you and every animal brought out
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fame, that a long suffering pu
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All First Class Work and
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Sluggish

Don't Luca Day's World_
and Bowels With "Dodson'$

ADVERTISIN'
Sy KIN HUSSARD
most enjoyable aa' Biter` artist has brought t' light all th • my*
pettn' features of a newspaper or mag- terious an' intricate harness o' fair
azine these days is tie advertisements. woman. Maybe on th' same page. set'
We asset used i'-niad thLada. We tin' off a suit sale, we see a trio o'
believed --(bey Aram jest -cutininly fashionably dressed young men who
worded snares t' separate
'fallible have epparently gotten t'gether by th'
from thee money, so we jest skimmed merest accident, an' who, judgin' by
over 'em. Hut of late -years business ther blank facial espressloos. have
announcements haie been so attrac- never even heard of one another. Then
tively illustrated an' worded an' dis we come t' th' smokin' Chace() testimoplayed that even thy MOM exclusive nials an' study th' faces of all our forehighbrows don't feel above readin"em most celebrities. an' learn fer th' first
lodern advertisements are works of time that they smoke pipes an' flva
One o'

h' Ole Time Meet:Meat Prince Used t' Fume an' Fret an' Sputter an'
Finally Write • Little Stingy Ad on a Piece o' Wrappin' Paper Cale& Attention t' th' Arrival of a Fresh Bale o' Calico or Kit o' Whitefish or
Bomethin' an' Hand it t' an Ad Solicitor With a Frown an Mumble
Somethin' About His Expenses Breakin' Him Up.
art in ther way. Thar Interestin' an' cent Checker. Then ther's th' alturin'
entertainin' an' instructive. They re- dandruff ad, th' special sales. Christmind us of our needs. They call t' mar suggestions, signed letters t' th'
mind th' fact that our toes are out, editur an' other ads, all so cleverly
that we're pittin' bald or need a tonic gotten up that we read ever' word o'
or a new overcoat.
them and spend our money freely.
Th' ole time merchant prince used
In th' magazines shingle stains. Hob
V fume an' fret an' sputter an' finally land bulbs, winter tours, shavin' soaps,
*rite a little stingy ad on a piece o' automobiles, corsets, beauty lotions.
avrappin paper. eaten' attention t' tbt tires, floor wax, silverware an' union
arrival of a fresh bale o' calico, or a suits are all exploited in such a highly
kit o' whitefish or somethin', an' hand artistic manner that th' average reader
It t' an ad solicitor with a frown an' fergite all about th' stories. What
mumble somethin' about his expenses could be more eloquent than th' unbreakin' him up. 1"day a merchant derwear ad wherein a whole, wellof any pronsisettess at all employs a- rntilided farniTY Is'libewn (seated arochit
skillful ad writer an' if ther's any pros- a library table readin' In th' soft, melperity in sight he Os in on it. If a low glow o' an up-t'-date lamp-father.
particular lot o' salmon or soap or mother. Gertrude. Robert, Ethyl an'
somethin' don't move fast enough he little Toots, all dressed In union suite
jest slaps on more printer's ink.
t' bed
jest like they had started V'
--Art-or pictorial adVertiein' seems t! an' then suddenly decided -Vs-return t'Imes Zesched tie limit. Here--th' artlir
'• Min' room an' read a I1UC.1011111
an' writer an' printer unite ther best longer.
licks an' leave little or nothin' t' th'
This in an age when we all depend
imagination o' th' reader. Tired an' on publicity an' nobuddy profits by
worried after th' day's grind, we open keepin' out o' th' public eye bue.th'
our newspapers an' come face t' face crook.
.
.
with a realistic lingerie ad wherein th' irroteeted by Adams Newspaper Service.)

-

Tennessee Druggists Praise
Dr. Kilnier's Swimp-Root
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THREE HINTOOR HOUSEWIFE
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-Get alfIcent box now.
Turn the rascals out-the headache.
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases-turn them
out to-night and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stem-,
ach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
By KIN HUBBARD
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
Professor Alex Tansey addressed th' novelty it'll be t' meet an occasional
remove the sour, fermenting food; Mothers' Club ylaterday. at th' east o' Lizzie er Maggie in a few years.
take the excess bile from your liver th' Saw mill. Takin' for his subject.
"Ther's plenty o' good ole Demoand carry out all the constipated "The' Namin• o' th• Offspring," th' Pro- cratic names left t' select from withwaste matter and poison In the fessor arose weartn• th• same Prince out drawin• on our heroes er heroines.
Cornmeal and Salt to Clean.
bowels Then you will feel great.
Albert he graduated in at Ann Arbor. Ther's Jake an' John an' Joe er Bill. ,
Any light woolen material may be
A Cascaret to-night atreghtens you in 18S8, an shone like a wounded tar- an' ther's Mary an' Blanche an' Nellie,
cleaned by this method: Mix cornout by morning. They work while pon flounderire in th' Floridy sun, an' an' Edith. Th' only trouble with Edith
meal and salt in equal parts, then
=pee
= sleep--* 10-cent box from spoke in part as follows:
is that your daughter is liable, -Cr-spread out the material or garmteit oft
-any--drug storo-means a clear bead.
"Mothers an' nonproducers. when I change it t' Edythe when she
it white cloth on the kitchen table and
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver see Charles Sumner Moss leant's' agin•
We have thousands o' grads.te John cover it with the cornmeal and salt
and bowel action for months. Chil- th' courthouse fi rice with his white- Smiths but no mother has yet had th'
mixture. When it has been on for a,
dren love Cascarets because they wash brush my mind genes back t'
nerve C perpetuate th' memory o' short time, cover your clothes brush
sever gripe or sicken. Adv.
stirr1n• days o' his namesake, that Pocahontas. th' brave Indian maiden or scrub brush with a soft white cloth,
famous American statesman who op-- that saved th' bacon o' th' intrepid and go over the entire surface of the
Not a Closed Incident.
garment. After it has been brushed
=
Patience-She has a pretty mouth
thoroughly, shake well and hang in the
Palrice-A mere incident.
open air The same process may be
"Yes, but one that's never closed."
used with -white doeskin gloves.
‘,
Halibut au Gratin. •
_ Take five pounds of - friiitt chicken
halibut, peel off skin and take out
bones. Cut into small pieces, put tri a
roast ran, season well with salt.'
Hillsboro, Ala.-J. W. Turner, of ebbs
cayenne pepper, table sauce, one-half
place, says:
ought to have written
pound, melted butter and one gill
you two weeks ago,. but failed to do am
sherry wine. Bake about 15 minutes.
I got well and then forgot to write you.
When ready, mix the fish Well with
I can get about like a 10 year-old hoc;
three pints of cream easier,. Put in
you ought tia•ig me run around and tend
betties_ dishes, around it a border of
to my farm. I can go all day just like I
mashed potatoes, on top some grated
"When I See Ulysees Simpson Grant Bud Bein' Dragged V Jail for Stealin'
atecei to. 1 am mthankful-to -know -there
Cheese and -bielad, small piece freetta Ham I Am at Once Reminded o' th' capture o''Ft. Benelson, er tie Bre__
is such a good rerdedy to cure people of
butter. Bake 111".:* hot oven for ten
—
_
hant Victory o' luka, in 1862."
pellagra.
minutes. Serve very hot.
There is-no leiter any doubt that pee posed th• re-election o' Grant, in Iti72. explorer." said th' Professor, now
gruwiir
easter
an
gaunt
Isom
Mir
ngo
SnrsiltrranTit-15
-11/3"Sittl1e
-Tigre can-he curi- . Di-acITy until
New Laundry Bag.
it is too late. It is your duty to consult icy. When I see Ulysses Simpson well in hand.
An ordinary wooden coat hanger
'Think o th' bitter disappointments
Grant Bud hem' dragged t' jail (er
the -is...con...1W Baughn.
forms the top of the cretonne laundry
reminded that await th• child named Goldie.
The semntoms--hands red like sunburn, stealin' a ham I am at once
bag. The top is curved to fit smoother th' She'll need all th' qualifications in th'
Donelson,
capture
o'
Ft.
o'
th'
skin peeling off. O,Dre mouth, the lips,
ly over the hanger. A slit from the
human
category
An'.
1S62.
t' guide her back safethroat and tongue a flaming red, with brilliant victory o' luka. in
top half way down the center of the
serves ly thro' th • snags an' shoals that immuch mucus and choking; indigestion and mrfriends. when Natalie Jones
front is bound with ribbon and forms
my batter cakes at th • Little Gem res- peril th• voyager down life's stream."
nausea, either diarrhoea or constipation.
the opening. The hook of the hanger
that
Here th' Professor recounted many
There is hope: get Baughn's big Free turint Cm wafted gently back t'
Is bound with ribbon and finished with
Nafailures
when
among
his early acquaintance
hook on Pellagra and learn about the bright May mornin' in 1S59,
• bow. This style of bag is much suremedy for Pellagra that has at last been talie, daughter o' Ivanowitch Kechko, who had fallen in life's feverish battle perior to the drawetring laundry bag
Milan,
burdened
Princes
by
names
become
th'
that
born
only
t'
wut
embarCompounding
found.. -Address .Smerican
,--- -Ce..-bes-11111111e.litisper. Alas rememberine o' Servia. So -I urge that. mothers try rassed 'em -names that maguiled t
Ginger Nara..
mousy is refundeil in ahe case where the t' avoid names with historical liSSOCilki inferiorities an' impeded ther progress
Beat oho egg well, add one-half
ntions so that th' offspring may not be an' showed 'em up. Continuin• he
onetalf cupful molasses,
tul
- -called upon t. beer terve life a name said:
-Somehow_ we allus gasp when wei one-fourth cupful melted butter, one-out o' all harmony* with its environ-- • - -- Advice.
half rupful warm water, two cupfuls
ment er attainments. It's allus diffi- meet a Norman er a Lionel. We excapital Is brains."
_
.
of Maur sifted with one teaspoonful
"You'd better compromise with your cult t' bide our`disappointment when pect t' see athletes. Mothers, when a
each i of cassia. ginger and soda and
we meet a Grover or a Lincoln. boy Is born are you feel i'iongin• t
creditors."
teaspoonful salt. Bake in inone-Nrilf
natcall
what
him
different
we
from
Norman of Lionel call his
They're so
father in an' go over th' matter care- dividual tins.
urally had in out mind's eye
Piles Cored he 6 to 14 Days
"A mother may be an admirer o' fully Cgether an add either Kenneth
(Sionista refund •-.,hey if PAIC CINTMENT
.
Cocoanut Cups.
tints to cute Itctnnik.lkliaci. Bleeding or ProtiodMarie Corelli without Ilium-hire a long or Claire C which ever name you may
gag hies First appticatioe(VMS relief sot
One halt cupful cocoanut. One cupful
a good plan t• cell
legged daughter on th' see o' life select. Then
A man who patronizes saloons utter weighed down with a name like Thel- him Bud till you see how lies rein sugar, one -cupful milk, one egg, one
finds himself in a tight.plare.
ma. 0',.course if th• daughter ctirmeee C stack up If he fills our well an tablespoonful- butter, one teaspoonful
+vanilla, two cupfuls of'flour, two teaC make snake charmin• with a circus stones th• neighbors let. It go at Nee- ,
To quickly cool burns and take the her life's work tie,
cluiles is admirable. man Cr Lionel. If he slaws down at stelortfuts of baking -ponder, pent.
ere out use Hantord's -Delastm. Ad,.
uWeve° lest emergia' from a long fifteen • an' allows'a tendency toward% well. Fill' greaemi rums- Malt Mil and
siege 'IF Dbrothy's, aIrs'sallIefforte
tairn 'tennis It shall b sour dela t: steam eke hoer Te ter cabin _with,
A brebflor save the best pet doge trams th' origin o' th'scrate have been +Acmes.- Kenneth :cit Claire."
whipped 'cream.
tome in glass cages.
futile. Jist think what a refreshes' 'Protected by Adams Newspaper Service-1
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Nine kinds of Macaroni Products
Macaroni
Cut Spaghetti
Spaghetti
Elbows
Egg Noodles
Soup Rings
Cut Macaroni
Alpha betos
Vermicelli
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MAKES YOU SICK, UGH!
IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES

Be Put Up at This Time 5?
the Year.
_
Reasonable fruits for preserving just
now are atckill pears, sections of or- 1—
anges, hits of pineapple and grapes A Straighten Up1
Clean Your
sirup le mudii from two cupfuls of
Liver
Tone."
Liver
sugar, one cupful of -water, and one.
eighth teaspoonful of cream af-laster.
Ugh! Calomel makes you sialt."Tate straighten you right up and make yea
This is boiled until it will mak, a soft
a dose of the vile, dangerous drug to- feel fine and vigorous by morning I
bail when tried in cold weld' Then
night and *morrow you may lose a want you to go back to the store and
the fruit Is dropped MI sufficient to
day's work.
fret your money. Dodson's Liver Tone
cover the surface of the sirup. In
Calomel •is mercury, or g_uickallver Is destruyln• the sale of CII1Q11101 be.
about ten minutes this should be
which mem necrosis of the bones. cause liii real liver medicine; entire.
skimmed out and more fruit put In
Calemel, when it comes Into contact ly vegetable, therefore It cannot sell.
until all le cooked. Tender, juicy
with sour bile crashes Into it; break' Vile Of make you sick. ----------fruits may not take quite ten minutes,
lag it up. This is when you feel that
guarantee that pee Woofs, it
while bard place* like pineapple wet
1 MIMI Mitretam Msg.-If-you-4-Dodson* Liver Tose will put your
probably take longer. Cars must be
feel sluggish and laj knocked out." jf
sluggish fiver to work and clean yourtaken net to puncture the outside covytnir liver Is torpid and bowels constibowels of that sour bile and constiering of any sweet, juicy fruit, as the
pated or you have headache, dizziness,
pated waste welch is clogging your
sirup will not candy If the juice bemated tongue, if breath is bad or
comes mixed with it.
and making you feel miserable.
system
stomach sour, just try a spoonful of
When all the fruit Is rooked It harmless Dodson'. Liver Tone.
I guarantee that a bottle _of Dedson's
should be drained and allowed to lie in
Here's my guarantee-Co to any Liver Tone will keep your entire famgranulated sugar till dry.
drug store or dealer and get a 40-cent ily feeling fine for months. Give It to
Amber jelly is another delicacy out
bottle of Dodison's Liver Tone. Take your children. It is harmless; doesn't
of the ordinary that ran be made at
a spoonful tonight and if it doesn't gripe and they like its pleasant taste.
this time of year. The ingredients are
one grapefruit, one orange, one lemon
Avoid the Deformity.
Heavy Beading.
-tad granulated swear, The trait is
Do you know 'why it Is that most
lelatbush-The post °Mee director
led, being- earefui not to
es point east,- Take notice- In this
'
- -of1.nntlrm teethe prevent-yeasevreighe
the white pulp with the skin. -TV.- regard ast-the--peneesr you nreet-entl-artztinst fifteen poends.
must be sived - for thp pectin (jelly'
will see that their noses neitiTy
liensonhurst-Even so, some Engmaking substance) it contains.
always are turned quite markedly to limb man of tattoos produce some heavAfter peeling; the fruit is cut into the right, Instead of being set straight fur books than that-Yonkers States,
lengths, removing the white center of on their facie). It is a deformation at man.
the grapefruit, which is very bitter. tributable to the fact that since early
The pulp with_the skin of the orange childhned they have used their h
COVETED BY ALL
cut fine Is mita/bred. and to each.cup- kerchiefs with their right hands, W- but possessed by few--s beautiful
SAS of pulp a cupful of water is added. ing the note each time a tweak to head of hair. If your' is streaked With
gray, or is harsh and stiff, you can re.This is put over the stove and boiled the right.
store It to Its former beauty and teefur five minutes. Then bat water is
ter by using -La Creole" Hair Dm,
added equal to one-quarter the amount
hug. Price $1.00.-Adv.
of water originallY added. When this
Ocoee to• boll the kettle is•removed
Too Small.
We have bees handling Dr Kilmer'.
from the stove and the contents measFarmer's Wife-What do you think
Swamp,lioot for tweet, six years and it
ured. To five cupfuls of the pulp four •Iwaym gives entire mtedaction to
my of our eggs'
.
cupfuls of sugar is the right propor- customers who um it and they speak in
Paying Guest--Too small for their
the
higheet terms of the good results,
tion. This Is boiled for 45 minutes
°teamed from the remedy. We believe age.then poured into Jars and sealed:1
Dr. Wilmer's Swamp Root is • nor kidney and lever medicine.
Ec-Zene Kills Eczema.
Very - hialY yours:
Let us prove e. Aceept no subotaute. If
SIMONS & ROW ELL.
your laniggiat doe, net have it; writ* to
Winchester, Tenn.
Irx Zoo. Co., St. Paul. Minn -Adv.
Excellent Use for Discarded Feather 'November 11th. 1E3.
Bed-Broken-Needle Holder In
Prove What Swassp-Reet Will Do For You
`Theatrically speaking, the death
Send ten cent. to Dr. Kijiner & Co.,
the Work Basket.
Binghamton; Ni -Irs.--for a sample size bot- scene of the heroine is apt to be tar
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
A good use for discarded feather also receive a booklet of valuable infor- less realistic than her hair-dyeing.
beds is to put a small portion of the mation. telling about the kidneys and bladTJ Cure a Cold in One Day
feathers Into a tTelt made of muslin der. When writina, be pure and mention
paper. Regular fifty-cent and one- Take LAXATIVE NKOMO QUININE leek.
the size of the bed. Spread the feath- this
dollar sire bottles for sale at all drug Droggists rotund mone7 it it fads to cur.- 'WI --ers evenly, Lack Ltlf,• cart on quilting
IttiaLblissatere to snore bus. aaa,.._
Ades
frames, cover both sides with Mikei
An average man, breathes about 211,
The man with a scheme nearly alline, and knot or tie as you would a
comforter. A most excellent substi- ways wants to raise the money tieces- cubic -feet of air into his lungs SPV•7
,
'miry to put it through by subscription. hour.
tute for a down quilt is the result.
For a broken-needle holder for the
To keep clean and healthy 'take Dr.
work basket use a small, round bottle Weak, Pointy Heart, and Mysteries
ábdUt IwoTriCheilleite lath a _plain can be rectified by Wit_Jog:'Riloovoui- 3 Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. -They-rolitlato ,
crochet-covering Of silk of any de- beartand serve team. Frio* 300cod $t.
sired color, and cover the mouth of
_irreslititde impale. If
'
Only a great man can -sueemefullythe bottle with a piece of silk fastened dddge undeserved praise.
earn to folio*.
with narrow ribbon. A medium-sized
cork, covered with crocheted silk, In
which tp insert the point of the scissors, is pretty ard useful for the work
basket
k
Probably you believe that you are
Maser Mfg. C.. beet. I. 01110114. Pleb.
Please
ovod
ma
fan
Inforroation
boo I out obtato
practicing all of the economies known
etranuo•ty Far PI•or SiJrararar. bk2
.
7
..
/
4ko 4,aeo-mort *Mowry. from Sklar's
to the up-to-date housekeeper, but
P1116.1etiL
have you turned inward the out-edge
of a half-worn tablecloth! It is done
Ham
exactly as a wide sheet is rejuvenated
and if a very fine seam is carefully
felled on the wrong side of the
e
damask, the joining will never show

IS NOW CURED

P. Etheepsrd.
cmestnut
sem. Mlaa
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Lek while ,ara heavy mat
is a resiiit I
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Case

'ICES PAM

Kin Hubbard Essays,

Professor Alex Tansey on Naming
the Offspring

ugh no Mete, and as we
attractive apace with Wytad look years

•

Those of na who are accustomed to
feel dull and heavy whoa we arise.
splitting headache, stuffy from a cold.
tout tongue, deity breath. acid stomach, lame back, can, instead, both
look and feel as fresh as a daisy always
by washing the poisons and toxins
from the body with phesphated hot
water each morning
We should drink, before breakfast,
• glass of real hot water with a teaspoonful of limestone phosphate In
It to flush from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and ten yards of bowels the
previous day's ludigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins, thus cleansing, sweetening and purifying the entire alimentary canal before putting
more food Into the stomach.
The action of limestone phosphate
and hot water on an empty stomach
is wonderfully thYlgorating. It cleans
'out all the sour fermentationsE galiel.
_waits and tioldity and gives one 'a
splendid appetite for breakfast and it
is said to be but a little while until
the roses begin to appear in the
cheeks.
A quarter pound of limestone phosphate will cost very little at
your druggist or from the store, but
is sufficient to make anyone who Is
bothered with biliousness, constipa
tion, stomach trouble or rheumatism
a real enthusiast on the subject of internal sanitation.' Try It and you are
assured that you will look better and
feel better in every way shortly,Adv.
The Reason.
Mrs. Jones-e4 haven't heard you
Speak of going to the mountains next
summer; but then your lungs are not
Weak this year.
Mrs. Smith-No, and they're not
likely to be; unless my husband's
. business greatly improves.

GRAY
TRY IT!

d

'CALOMEL

Opeiselaites of the system each
morning and wash away the
poisonous,stagnant matter.

i very brevede and back.
At taking
l'inkhamip
able CornTablets and
vu bottles of
'calve Wash
.ly convinced
am entirely
! these trouhid better
f.___Lknow
mass lave
•_worlds of
Wag woman
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INDIGO CLOTH

Negndard for over erviety-Foe peers
Better than you expect—a cloth that's built to stand

wear and
tear and weether. Three generations of wearers have found
it the most-fot-the-tnoney cloth.
Be sure your overalls, shirts and jumners are made of Stifers-eit hasn't an
equal anywhere for all-round satisfactinn. Look for the tahel
on the back of the cloth inside the garments when you buy. Insist upon STIFEL'S and you'll never be disappointed in service.

Prime

•••!

sterrigi.

Cloth manufactured by J. L STIFIEL 61 SONS
Indigo Dyers a rtd Prtnt*rs WHEaLrne.W. VA,
Nine Truk
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$2.00

$4.00
ONE YEAR
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START WITH POULTRYCORRECT START

UNUSUAL STATEMENT
Federal Naturalization Bureau's
Plan Meets Approval.

maremMe4iikai -

' Greet Besiege. Limes Due te
Nealsicit

Making a Good Beginning With
Fowls in the Fall.

WITH

Investment of Abeet .21111
fer /reeding Animal*. He, MMUS
and Pastures.
Fur a man to begin in the allffidt

way, with three good biotite sows, a*

lavestment of about 1223 is necessarl
Poultry Husbandman of Clemson for breeding animals, freeing. hog
ho
Mors Than 400 Cities and Towne
Cents* Tells Hew -tie - Iletabitelt ' -"WI"
end the ‘1141441
"
"
1 1 °I-Pr%
JIBetteet pastures.
Join-.Nstion-Wide Educational
Flock at This deessit--White .
The total coot of predurtes a. stop
Movement for Elimination ef
Leghorn is flavored.
Of 45 pigs, which one should obtain In
the Hyphen.
- t•_ft
a year from three good sows. will be
.
. Many people prefer suring_ah Unto
The cost per hundred.
Washington -Throughout the con* M which to make a baglaatag with .wimilt
eight,
"
ertimatIng piss at 200 pounds
(Not Sunday)
try the plan of the bureau of natural. PoultrY, and there is no doubt, that each, would be about flee dollars, or
izatiou of the United States depart. opring has many advantage' for this live cents per pound. Under ideal
Meet of labor to enlist the CO-OPIPM- purpose. Put a sucreileful flock can be Conditions. however, It is entirely poll.
thin of public schools in the education eptablis_hed in fall or winter, accord- gws Ls Drudge
. haga as lea as airs.
. and Amerirantsatitm of candidates fer-- 111111---411---fhie poultry hushatidnian if to three pea one.hetf rents per pound.
citizetnitilp is receiving the most grati•___ff
_ttnelan.,..-coll"lie, _, who Wes ma°
The average --lung price tor hots
Approalinetely 400 *civics along this nue for those who Cla root In (ha ROOM is at least sight
tying support.
GREAT MONTHLY MAGAZINE..
ettlaitiseld_towna_have. Already lcdaist _WWI to Mika their &tart La Dila indoi. tw-sotte-restts -per pound and often It
In this nation wide educstional move- try now.
Is much higher. Calculating the profit
W. WITHERS MILLER
When a begialling with poultry Is on the produce of three sows with a
tnent for the elimination or the by.
of the Pulk•Iiiller Drug phen and this number is increasing to he made In full or winter, he sit' dna of live cent/ per pound and a
Company, IllehusAiii. VW, Iii tiiithority daily,
t sloes buying a breeding pen of Young setting price of eight cents, the profit
for the following extraurilittury statemagnitude of this work and Its stock. One coeki•rii and from five to i per sow fur a year would be 03.50.
development since its inception are littovri Pullets will make a suitable or a total for the three sows of $210.60.
ment:
AM)
estimate that the butilneee men of shown In part, by the territory coy- breeding pen
if the size of Om litters is small
this country could increese their eth- tired. the number of candldates for I
These fowls should be pure bred. for one of many possible realons, the
ciency fully ten per cent by taking as citizenship reached, and the night and Otio can purchase stock of Strains profits
will be severely cut
For inoccaelototl In ntive find net neglecting day echools which have been estab- , bred fur heavy egg production, pantie. Mance, if the three sows
produce °ale
the bowels Its mast of them do."
Wheel for their instruction. It is thei
30 pigs, the profit will be only 184 per
He alai) Kahl that If the Iteetittnient intention of the bureau of naturalisesow, or $102 for the three. To return
I Rate-Period-Limited-to-These Two:Months
of t
e in
in
on
n -1-6- communicate with all an,
large profits, sows mast produce large
present each husineas nniti in the coun- _pitmen' for citizenship In the 'United
litters and pige must huve large qualm.
try wiTh a iF.:ii of limn Orderlies, t States, wherever they are to be
iTtfei-ofika footi.
would be of greet benefit te li na- found, and to &emirs the opening of
11Ofial Welfare. Itesall Orderlies are classes for them. Duripg the current
prompt in netion. plensinit to teke nitil scholastic. jear all atilic4.intendente of
CONCRETE FLOORS FOR DAIRY •
never gripe. cen be need by men. wom- schools where chnoies may be formed
Insures Steady Motion for 110106Wil en or huItreftIbd ate Just the thing
vs 'VS monthly from the bureau
-- -Wake It Possibie to ejtvelleilim-7----rfor toning up elugglalt livers.
3
the name. address, sire, nationality,
of Liquid Manure.
and other necessary information eon- I
Subscription orders at this rate will be acceptWe have the exclusive selling rigida for cerning
each alien residirg within
this great !Axel its. Tili
0, 10 biles
ed only when sent through,regular Courier=Journ(Prepared by Dalrv Division of Cismocat
their juriadictione who files a declaracolletta.)
STUBBLEF
IELDDALE
&
intention
or
of
petition
tion
for
natual Agent in this district.
The Babcock test never Mabee II
rHE REXALL STORE
ralization. In thin manner the school
mistake:
authorities are enabled to -get-itv touch
•11CaUmeney is 1mM-hi-having
position to mature and nester- with such applteante and afford them
' Calve In spring instead of fall.
I
valuable
assixtance
in
preparing
for
talize other matters trf which I
It is a good rule to have ever, cow
citizenship
In addition to this' the '
shall give my attention.
•
in a herd teeted at least once 41 year
bureau informs each applicant for j
Single Comb White Leghorn.
I shall continue to make my citizenship
for tuberculosis.
that his name has been
home in Murray and Calloway
I
To itusure steady motion, a sopa*
,
forwarded to the educational authori- uhirly in the Single same %bite .carP'eounty.
ter must be fastened to a solid EMI*
born
and
variety,
that
laywill
many
school,
go
more
_to
ties, advises him to
And notv, with a good bye, points out the benefits to be derived eggs yearly there-fewie that do not dation. A concrete door /MVOS_ ittla
better than Anything else.
•
but with good wishes to, The from ouch attendance. The bureau is carry this heavy laying trait. Pure- 1_
Somefitnet lack of rte.:vise
-- -West Kentucky Real Estate Ex- also working in close co-operation bred chickens of the general purpose
barrenness In ditty cattle. I1 le airier
change, her many patrons and with various patriotic and civic bodies or, meat type will, during the erti
44
friends, and to the good people of the country to oecuro the opening period, make a more rapid ald-Weco1'w441-to ino*Thil-dliry cow to tall°-"
lunch fat. Always give her plenty Ot
of Calloway and other counties of public night schools where there nomicul gain in live weight than songreis.
At
no
ago are mongrel chickwho have made our business are none.
The average cow In full milk now
The wives of all petitioners for nat. ens so salable as pure'tiredli.'-what it is, I am,
will consume from thirty to forty
uralization are also advised to attend
land
the
As
required,
to
fowls
will
Yours very truly, ac.hooh-tor the seaman- Mist they derive. be contented- end prolisaide.....eeethee,e.runtis of silage to advantage. Add
FINNer
this some ten pounds or dry fed.
filitWirriends and will
Tly
when their husbands ob- they are confined in a house, allowed '
der. and the roughage feed is cosfinal
their
forge to the:front. Mr. Jim Lutam
ULM
peers.
because,
and
range
over
to
a
small
or
large
enclosHow's Ns.
ten will also remain as a mem=
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- too, such instruction will materially ; ure or given entire liberty. The more r Only concrete floors should be peraid the family to live as Americans closely they are confined, the greater
ward for any case of Catarrh that
ber of the sales department.
live. It 'has been found that ap-. the cost of food.and•the more Wen- milted in a dairy barn. They coat
cannot be cured by Hall's Cisterrh
perhaps, originally. but they ere
Finney_haivdisposed of t _ -la retiring Mr. Finney hasximately two- out of emery- three --firm they require. Ali Ideal'range for- Cure.
WAIN long run ..For one
calikat
e_ti
.
,
_tal
tha
piltitioners
naturalization
for
are marflock of twenty-five to fortx fowler MI
his interest in the West Ken-'seed a card to friends and pa-, We,
mg they make It posstbter to save
the undersigned, have-known Med, and it Is toward the improve-' a house such as that descritkd in the '
) trona which follows:
tiadiar Real Estate Exchange v.
F• J. Cheney for 16 yearw and be- went of the home life and conditions Clemson poultry built-tips is fifty by some of the liquid manure, kvery eat
C. EL Bradley, the deal hay- To the friends and patrons-of Bev° him perfectly honorable In all that this phase of the movement is one hundred feet. Such a range in uable item.
Bermuda sod and bur or crimson dothe West IKentucty Real Es- business transactions and financial- especially directed.
ing been c'osed last Saturday.
Planting Currents.
The records of the bureau of nate- ver will be green all the year; the
ly able to carry out any obligations
la retiring ft orn the real estate! tate Exchange:
The best time to plant currants le
ralization show that since the corn- Bermuda being green in warm weath•
business Mr. Finney does not! Having sold my interest in made by his firm.
mencement of the school year on Octo- er and the clover in the winter. One 'n the fall. The reason that they de
SATIONAL BANK Or COMMERCE.
her 1 notifications _hate been sent to and one-half acres will provide sufti- not always succeed in the spring is
intend to leave Calloway as he this concern I now submit myi
Toledo,0. approximately 40.000 deelaranta. CO,. cient range for 500
hens. An orchard that they are planted too late. Spline
still has considerable interests place to my successor, Mr. Chas.,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- 000 petitioners. and 15.000 wives of peti- or partially wooded
range is prefer- planting should be made very early.
here that will demand his atten-,' H. Bradley, of Murray, who teinally, acting directly upon the tamers, and each day hundreds are able to one that is barren
of natural There is nothing easier to plant than
The earrant if it is done at the right
tion. He established the busi- needs no introduction or recom- blo4.41 and mucous surfaces of the added to the list.
shade.
season.
ness here in 1909 and has devot. mendation in Callov;ay county. system. Testimonials sent f r ee. The present volume of naturalizeHon shows that over _half a million
Cause of Winter Killing.
He and Mr. Jotityrin, my part- Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by
ed his entire time to it since.
Way to Store Cabbages.
-foreign-born residints annually bring
all Druggists.
should not be kept growing
Trees
Mr. C. H. Bradley, who sue- net for the -put three years,
Store cabbages in a cool cellar,
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- themselves within the jurisdiction of until too late in the fall becircse the
the bureau of naturalization, and it wooa should have plenty
ceeds Mr. Finney, is a native son both of whom are hustling gen- stipation.
of time to heads doan. They may be bung from
Is the plan of the bureau, through the mature before- heavy frost, so
supports. or the roots may be cut off
that it
of old Calloway, has abiding tlelpeb of good business ability,
co-operation of the public schools with
Deaths at Beaton.
and the heads wrapped in newspaper
wintekill.
not
If
trees
severe
faith in her lands and people, will constitute the new managelts educational movement, to change _
winter bill_ they should be mem,! and laid on a shelf, but they should
Benton. Ky.. Jan. 17.-Three that portion of the alien body now in
Mr. James Luten, our
progressive, wide a-wake and a. went.
ly pruned and all the dead- wood re- I be hung_Meads down for a while to In.
of Benton's oldest and most
a condition Otlietail-eiti dependence or --siovsd, •
sure draining the, water out.
•
hthr. While ho willlafft
-maintenance-to-the state-ofspeeted ladies passed away -last
vote his entire time to the busi-:Years, will continue with the week.
Mrs. Caroline Wells died productive capacity which is the birthneas it will be made to feel hist new furnTuesday evening at the home of right of all American citizens regardWe are under many obligations her daughter, Mrs.Martha Shem- less of their origin of birth.
influence. Mr. -Joe Ryan con- 1
times as a partner with Mr. to the good people of Calloway well, at the age of 93. On SatBradley and those who know and adjoining counties for the urday Mrs. Sarah Etheridge died WHEN IS A JAG A "JAG?"
at her home in North Ben ton of
him, and that is nearly every loyal patronage which has made
pneumonia at the age of 82. Mrs. West Virginia Higher Bench May Deman in the county, will agree the steady growth and develcse- Amanda Morgan, age 76, widow
cide Question, "When Is a
Man Intoxicated?"
that Joe puts "pep" into every. ment of our business possible.
of the late John E. Morgan, died
Saturday
in
North Benton.
Since the organization on Juthing he tackles. The new team,
Charleston. W. Va.-The state suRyan and Bradley, make a bust- 1Y 1, 1909, our total transfers
preme court lel likely to be called on
to decide the 'question. "When is a
hog combination and the predic- have approximated one million
man intoxicated?"
ggeli,
tion can safely be made that dollars, making our sales and ex- "
A .man was arrested on a charge of
changes average something less
Calloway dirt is going to fly.
drunkenness. but the evidence was
conflicting when he was -arraigned beC. H. Bradley. Jr., will be than $500 per working day fori •
fore Magistrate Vickere.
with the new firm and will have the six years and six months. 1 'Took a' There,
If You Don't Think.
The defendant admitted five drinks,
have watched with much in-' It'sJust Wonderful fcr Corns!"
entire charge of the office work,
but denied he was inttikicated. lie
He is a ckver youngster, has tweet the rural improvements,
"Bless m_y stars, look at it' Land of gave notice_ of Appeal to a higher
the
Why, Just look at it' That
the farrn land developments, and eons came right off.-just like pe•eti. court when the magistrate fined him
ts lug bananas. Put your finger on my 110. Magistrate Vickers gave this
Sussex Gate—Hard for Cattle to Operate.
improved agricultural inte
definition of -"when a man is intoxithroughout the country, while I
iny M. COVERDEL1.1
cated."
This .44 onsi-of-Ose- beet-seasonsman-wben Iris
yet believe that this great-Wtit=
I .
tude changes from that repose which the year far building and repairing
try is just in her infancy from
Partridge, Woodis characteristic of sobriety. It is not fences, as one can go out immediately
an agricultural view point, and
necessary for him to be fallen into I ,I after a soaking rain and set twice as
cock,Squirrel or Rabbit
many posts as he usually can, because
gutter."
am still of the opinion that juof the softness of the groun.1.Shooting the'
dicious investments in Calloway
Then the strenuous season that tries ... _
IS NOW A MAORI CHIEF fences has just
county farm lands will pay well,
posited. and their repairing and building thuS is more neeboth from productions and enNs.101
!
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freeze
before
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work
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done, these
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Famous Chieftain,
?WU X L 4t C_F Shot and 44 -Caw .
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so efficiently.
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Several years ago La Monte went to summer
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associations have
been
London from New York to introduce.
very
to
flood fences insure the farmer
stick
corn.
knoW•
ragtime
in
the
London
music
pleasant indeed, both in a busilug
halls.' ing rigla where
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oniliheNothing
he will Mid any stock
short,
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, t• direct by E. asvren
ce: The Princess Karrarria was at the he may
ncss and a social way. I discon- I sold
desire to see. They not only the-y-eld to .-the beauty int the houill
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thine studying in a London school. She.' sate -the
itrOftilfis,
give the x01440'141% • nest-^
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During January

February Only

Splendid Combination at a Little Over
Half the Regular Price

Dale, Stubblefield & Comiy.
Murray, Kentucky.
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FINE' SELLS INTEREST1
REAL ESTATE FIRM TO BRADLEY
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WADING AND REPAIRING FARM FENCES
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